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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0093364A2] 1. Sound-damping and heat-insulating composite window ; with a blind frame (11) ; and with a composite wing (12)
consisting of at least one individually glazed subsidiary wing (17, 17a) ; the window being equipped with a sound-damping ventilating device which
has angled air-channels communicating with the inner and outer faces of the window and with the space (24) between the window panes ; the
communication taking place in a horizontal ventilating device (18a, 18b) comprising a longitudinal housing (60) with adjustable air-passages (31,
33) ; one of the ventilating devices (18a, 18b) being located in the lower portion (16A) and one in the upper portion (16B) of the main wing ; each
ventilating device (18a, 18b) having a mobile core with at least two longitudinal rows of air-channels (41, 43) ; the two ventilating devices being
connected together mechanically in such a way that when one of them is rotated, for the purpose of adjustment, the other rotates synchronously with
it, characterized in that the main wing (16) of the composite window (12) has, in its lower wing (16A) and in its upper wing (16B), a channel-section
member (60) approximately U-shaped in cross-section, the U being open to the space (24) between the two glass planes of the window ; the U
containing the adjustable core (40) of the sound-damping ventilating device (18a or 18b) ; the core being sealed stripwise or area-wise over its entire
length between the air-passages (31, 33) which communicate with the outer face (10a) and the inner face (10b) of the window ; the open mouth of
the U of the channel-section member (60) being closed by a cover-strip (61) which also acts as bearing surface for the core (40) of each ventilating
device (18a, 18b), the cover-strip (61) being inserted into place after the manufacture of the window ; the cover-strip (61) having air-passages (32)
which communicate with the space (24) between the window panes, the air-passages (32) being located between strip-seals or area-seals (62b,
62c) for the core (40).
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